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The 1965 U.S. intervention in the Dominican Republic remains a unique event: the only time the

Organization of American States has intervened with force on a member state's territory. It is also a

classic example of a U.S. military operation that drew in America's hemispheric allies. Finally, its

outcome was that rare feat in the annals of diplomacyâ€•a peaceful political settlement of a civil

war.Here for the first time is the full story of that action, as told by one of its leading participants.

General Palmer was the U.S. Army's operations chief in Washington in April 1965 when the

Dominican crisis broke, and was placed in command of U.S. forces deployed to the Republic. His

perspective thus reflects both the perceptions of Washington officials and those of the U.S.

commander on the scene.Palmer's instructions from President Johnson were to prevent another

Cuba. Although the intervention remains controversial today, especially with Latin Americans, it was

successful both politically and militarily, bringing unprecedented stability to the long-troubled

Dominican Republic. The lesson Palmer draws is that success in such a venture comes only when

political and military actions are orchestrated toward a common political goal.Palmer concludes with

an assessment of the current situation in the broader Caribbean area, including a comparison of the

1965 Dominican and 1983 Grenadian interventions, and an analysis of the situation in Panama with

its implications for the Canal Treaty. His book is a timely contribution to the history of the Caribbean

that enlarges our understanding of this region's vital importance to the United States.
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This '65- 66 US intervention was probably planned a couple yeras before afternational -populist J.

Bosch won the '63 election s and a military coup followed-THe USA knew the pro-Washington

military had weak popular supportsas was divided. .As for Proofs of, '39 or so communists being on

the Island' !!Is that any ethical reason for the 'free world' to wipe out - repressa few thousand lives

there, mostly civilians. ?Anyway there is deeper reality as this started as civil strife- political-and

ECONOMIC and the USA was not going to allowthe populist influence spreading. then even into the

Militaryaround nationalist Col. Caamano , et al, be any example to other Latincountries,

etc.Caamano's guerillas only organized & became pro-Cuban a few years AFTER the US

takeover,and its installing of the puppet Belaguer's despotic regime.

Written by the commander, this book contains interesting insights into one of the "hot" conflicts of

the Cold War, which very few people in the U.S. even remember today. It makes an excellent

companion to the Leavenworth Paper on the same subject.

Great read for military historians about a little known event.
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